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1

Purpose of this Guide
The purpose of this guide is to provide help to students with training at
home as a result of the temporary closure of the Shuswap Dojo, Hombu
(Headquarters) Dojo, Shorei-Kai Canada. As we all know, this closure has
been necessary due to the Covid-19 pandemic which has caused us to
stay apart, self-isolate, until such time as solutions are found to the
pandemic and dojo can re-open. This guide is also the first issue of
perhaps a series of guides, each one to deal with different subjects and
techniques. Please keep isolated.
While this separation creates difficulty in training of full techniques face-toface with our partners, it does provide an opportunity for all of us to take a
step back, confirm our basics and review all of the subjects that we have
completed to this point. This guide is meant to help students with that
review and to self-check those techniques that are the core of Shorei-Kan
karate so we can improve going forward.
Each student should make a real attempt to do this training for a few
reasons.
- to strive to make their techniques the best that they can be by
correcting any errors that may have occurred to this point
- to maintain their skills at the best possible level for when our dojo
resumes operating and our training continues
Please refer to the Shorei-Kai website for videos of kata/bunkai if you
need examples.
http://shoreikan-karate.com/en/kata_and_bunkai/
If you have any specific questions please contact Jack Shihan or one of
the other instructors in the above table.

1.1

How often should we train?
The suggested training should be done 2-3 times per week and should be
structured just as a normal class in dojo. That is, with
- a warm-up
- kihon (basics) practice
- kata
- bunkai
- kumite
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1.2

How should we train?
Firstly, we should make a habit of training in our gi and obi and we should
make sure that our gi is kept clean and either hanging or neatly folded
between practices.
Secondly, if you haven't already, find an area at home that is big enough
to allow you to perform your katas. If possible, for basic punches/blocks,
try to practice in front of a mirror to self-check yourself.

2

LET'S GET STARTED
The most important things to keep in mind when you train is to take the
time to get it right. Be very honest with yourself and try to perform all the
techniques to the best of your ability. Don't just hurry through them for the
sake of getting the practice done.
One of the reasons we constantly train our subjects is to keep the memory
of the subject in our minds. But the larger part of the training is to improve
the way we move in stances, the way we focus our punches, blocks and
kicks and the way we breath, all helping us develop our 'muscle memory'.

2.1

Warm-up
Try and perform your warm-up just as we do it in dojo. We always want to
start by warming up the extremities and working towards the heart. Start
slowly.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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we begin at the floor and work our way up with flexing our feet,
ankles, knees
then we rotate our hips both in a circular motion and then
rotating them as we turn our body, first left then right and swing
our arms
next, we move to our fingers as we first extend and then flex to
create a fist doing this several times
in basic stance, we perform the wrist stretches (left and right)
in parallel stance, we 'shrug' our shoulders forward and back
now step forward into long stances and, if you have enough
room, swing your arms around (forward then back)
feet together in musubi dachi and perform 'slow' neck
movements side to side
then front and side with inhaling and strong exhaling. Keep our
hands on belt with elbows back
push-ups and plank
some light stretching to complete warm-up
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2.2

Kihon / Punches & Blocks
If you are able to, get in front of a mirror to begin your kihon practice with
basic punches and blocks. This is very important practice because, if we
carefully watch ourselves in the mirror, we can pick up errors that we may
be making with techniques.

A few things that we instructors notice in dojo are 1. punches not directed
(or focused) to the intended target (especially in bunkai) and not enough
power to the punches 2. another very important thing to keep in mind is
that when the punch is started, the arm should stay close to the body. The
elbow should not move away from the body to the side. 3. make sure that
both wrists are straight (both the punching hand and the pulling hand (or
hikite).
Kamae te - as below (left pic) fist should be a little outside of the
line of the shoulder and (right pic) the angle at the elbow should be
the same as shown. The right elbow should be about '1 fist' away
from the body.
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Pay special attention to focus punches not to the correct target areas
1. Jodan tsuki - target should be upper lip

2. Chudan tsuki - target should be solar plexus (not any higher)
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3. Gedan tsuki - target should be belly button or belt knot

4. Shuto tsuki - note, these pictures do not show the foot sweep that we
do in kata when we perform shuto. Target area is the neck of your
opponent or your own neck when performing kata.
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Kihon / Stances
If you have the room, practice walking in each of these stances.

In Kihon Dachi (or Sanchin Dachi) notice that, in the Side View, the right
heel and left toe are in line.....very important for a proper sanchin dachi.

In Zenkutsu Dachi rear leg is straight and strong, front leg is bent such that
we can't see our front foot. Stance is shoulder width.
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- The pictures above show shiko dachi at its most basic height. If you are
able to get lower in the stance you should do that.
- Note also that the diagram shows the angle of the feet in a better, more
stable position than that shown in the photographs. In the Side View
picture, the feet are pointed so much out to the side that the stance would
not be very stable.
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2.3

Kata
When practicing kata, start by going through the kata a couple of times
slowly thinking about focusing and performing the techniques correctly,
including breathing. Then do the kata again with a speed that you would
normally do it at with proper KIAIS, if possible.

2.4

Bunkai
Bunkai practice is a little harder in that most of us won't have a partner so
we have to concentrate harder to make sure we are doing our side
correctly. If you have a brother or sister (or parent) to have as a partner it
is a bit easier.
As we did with kata, start by going through the bunkai a couple of times
slowly thinking about performing the techniques correctly, including
breathing. Then do it again with a speed and power that you would
normally do, with KIAIS. If you have a partner, MAKE SURE that you are
focusing the punches/strikes to the correct targets which also forces your
partner to do the blocks correctly. Punching out to the side is NOT
CORRECT.
If you are confident about the bunkai performing one side then try and
learn doing it the other way. That is, if you normally defend then learn to
attack so eventually it won't matter which way you can do the bunkai.

2.5

Kumite
As we did with kata & bunkai, start by going through the kumite a couple of
times slowly thinking about performing the techniques correctly, including
breathing. Do the attack side and defend side for each of the parts of
kumite. Then do it again with a speed and power that you would normally
do....with KIAIS. If you have a partner, MAKE SURE that you are focusing
the punches/strikes to the correct targets so your partner has to do the
blocks correctly.

2.6

Review
One of the most important things that we must do on a regular basis is to
review all of our previous subjects; kata, bunkai and kumite. This should
be a regular part of our practice but with the dojo closed temporarily, it is a
great opportunity to do this practice and even more critical to not lose
these skills. Please do this regularly as you progress.
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ANNEX A - BELT RANKING AND GRADING SUBJECTS
8-12 years old class
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teens/adults (13+) classes
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ANNEX A - BELT RANKING AND GRADING SUBJECTS
(6-7 years old class)

NOTES
1. The focus of the first two sessions is on basics and the following
two sessions on the first kata and the first kumite; this will lead to
the subjects needed to test for the first green stripe.
If after
earning three red stripes, a student is too young or not ready to
progress to the 8-12 years old class, the student will remain in the
6-7 years old class but start following the regular curriculum for
green stripes and be tested in the 6-7 years old class.
2. A student will progress to the 8-12 years old class during the
session he/she turns 8 years old or the following session. Upon
progressing to the 8-12 years old class, students keep their red
stripes and green stripes (as applicable) on their white belt until
they earn their green belt, first yellow stripe.
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ANNEX C – TERMINOLOGY
General
-

KATA: Pre-arranged forms
KUMITE: Sparring
KIAI: Shout of spirit
KAN: House
KAI: Association
DOJO: Training Hall
SHOREI-KAN: ``The House of Politeness and Respect``
GOJU RYU: Hard soft style
KARATE-DO: The way of the empty hand

Counting
ICHI
NI
SAN
SHI/YON
GO
ROKU
SEICHI/NANA
HACHI
KU
JU

ONE
TWO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE
SIX
SEVEN
EIGHT
NINE
TEN

Kata
KIOTSUKE
REI
YOI
KAMAE
KAMAE TE
HAJIME
NAOREI
SEITOM
REI
YASUME
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BEGINNING
Attention
Bow
Hands in front of groin
Ready position
On guard position
Begin
END
Finish
Return to original position
Bow
Relaxed position
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Stances, blocks, punches/strikes and kicks
STANCES
MUSUBI DACHI
Attention stance
KIHON DACHI / SANCHIN DACHI Basic stance
ZENKUTSU DACHI
Front/Long stance
SHIKO DACHI
Horse stance
NEKO ASHI DACHI
Cat stance
SANCHIN DACHI
Hourglass stance
NENSHIN DACHI / TAIHINIRI
Rotated stance
SHOZENKUTSU DACHI
Half long stance

JODAN UKE
CHUDAN UKE
GEDAN UKE
KO UKE
HIKI UKE
HARAI UKE
URA UKE

JODAN TSUKI
CHUDAN TSUKI
GEDAN TSUKI
SHUTO
URAKEN
TETSUI
AGE TSUKI
ATEMI
HIJI UCHI or EMPI
MOROTE TSUKI
NUKITE TSUKI

MAI GERI
KIN GERI
SOKUTO GERI
YOKO GERI
HIZA GERI
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BLOCKS
Head block
Chest block
Down block
Open hand head block
Open hand chest block
Open hand down block
Open, backhand chest block
STRIKES
Head punch
Chest punch
Down punch
Chop
Back fist strike
Hammer strike
Uppercut
Level punch but with Seiken fist
turned over (thumb up)
Elbow strike
Double punch
Finger strike
KICKS
Front kick
Snap kick
Side kick to the knee
Side kick to the waist
Knee strike
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ANNEX D – HOW TO FOLD YOUR DOGI
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ANNEX E – HOW TO TIE YOUR OBI
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